4-H DAIRY GOATS
Superintendents
Shawn Collins, &
Alvin Rodarmel
Junior Superintendent
Brandon Henkle


2. Entries will be placed in classes by age with the day of judging being the base date.

3. All animals are subject to examination by the exhibition staff or their representatives, and shall be free of clinical signs of infectious or contagious disease. Animals with signs of sore mouth, active lesions, ringworm, infested with mange, multiple warts, or any other infections or contagious disease will not be permitted to show.

4. Goats originating from other states, please see the "Livestock Originating from Other States" general requirements. These requirements are listed on Page 40. In addition to the general requirements, goats entering Kansas must be identified with a registered tattoo or official USDA premises ID tag (Scrapie tag). Goat identified with tattoos must have legible tattoos and must have the registration papers for these available for inspection.

5. All goats must be identified with a registration tattoo or an official USDA premise ID tag (Scrapie tag). Goats identified with registration tattoos must have legible tattoos and must have registration papers for these animals available for inspection.

6. Exhibitors should be neatly and appropriately dressed (preferably in white) when exhibiting their animals.

7. Each exhibitor is limited to a maximum of two dairy goats per class. Only does are allowed to show.

8. Purebreds and Grades will show together.

9. All dairy goats exhibited must be free of horns.

10. Goats shown in dairy classes cannot be shown in meat classes and meat goats shown in the meat classes cannot be shown in the dairy classes.

11. Horns: it is suggested that goats be dehorned. However, if horns are left, they should be tipped and rounded. Animals will not be allowed to exhibit with sharp horns.

12. Junior Does are animals that are not in milk or have not previously freshened. Senior Does are animals that are in milk or have previously freshened.

JUNIOR DOE CLASSES
24 months of age, not in milk and not previously freshened.

403001 - Doe up to 6 months of age
403002 - Doe 6 - 12 months of age
403003 - Doe 12 - 24 months of age

SENIOR DOE CLASSES
Any age in milk or previously freshened.

403101 - Doe up to 24 months
403102 - Doe 2 years or older

DAIRY GOAT SHOWMANSHP
403201 - Junior - 7-12 years of age
403102 - Senior - 13 years of age and over

AWARDS:
Grand Champion Dairy Goat Trophy - Sponsored by Josh & Jennifer Foote—Hudson, KS
Reserve Grand Champion Dairy Goat Trophy - Sponsored by Stafford Co. 4-H Council
Champion Senior Dairy Goat Showmanship Trophy - Sponsored by Stafford Co. 4-H Council
Champion Junior Dairy Goat Showmanship Trophy - Sponsored by Stafford Co. 4-H Council

**Goats are eligible for Livestock Learners. For more details check out page 34**
4-H MEAT GOATS

Superintendents
Shawn Collins &
Alvin Rodarmel
Junior Superintendents
Cali Newdigger & Kyla Rodarmel


2. Entries must be in place by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, July 17, 2019.

3. Purebreds and Grades will show together. Market goat classes will be divided by weight. For breeding classes, entries will be placed in classes by age with the day of judging being the base date.

4. Market goats are bred for meat purposes. Does and wethers of any breed will be judged on merits of meat production.

5. Market Meat Goats failing to meet the minimum weight of 50 pounds will show in an underweight class. These animals will not be allowed to compete for champion placing, and will not be allowed to sell in the premium auction.

6. All goats must be identified with a registration tattoo or an official USDA premise ID tag (Scrapie tag). Goats identified with registration tattoos must have legible tattoos and must have registration papers for these animals available for inspection.

7. All animals are subject to examination by the exhibition staff or their representatives, and shall be free of clinical signs of infectious or contagious disease. Animals with signs of sore mouth, active lesions, ringworm, infested with mange, multiple warts, or any other infections or contagious disease will not be permitted to show.

8. Goats originating from other states please see the "Livestock Originating from Other States' general requirements. These requirements are listed on Page 40. In addition to the general requirements, goats entering Kansas must be identified with a registered tattoo or official USDA premise ID tag (Scrapie tag). Goats identified with registration tattoos must have legible tattoos and must have registration papers for these available for inspection.

9. Market Goats MUST have milk teeth in place at fair weigh-in and be under 1 year of age.

10. Horns: It is suggested that goats be dehorned. However, if horns are left, they should be tipped and rounded. Animals with not be allowed to exhibit with sharp horns.

11. Shearing: All goats must be "slick shorn" above the knee and hock joints including the head. A maximum of 0.4 (four tenths) inch of hair is permitted on market goats. Hair on the tail switch may be left on goats.

12. Showing: Exhibitors may use a collar, a collar with a short lead, or a halter when showing.

13. Goats shown in meat classes cannot be shown in dairy classes and dairy goats shown in the dairy classes cannot be shown in the meat classes.

14. Exhibits will be limited to three market animals.

15. Wethers must be free from testicle and castration scar.